INTRODUCTION 23
New gene copies appear by small scale duplication during genome evolution (Innan and 24 Kondrashov 2010), contributing to genetic innovation and phenotypic diversity (Conrad 25 2008) . But whole genome duplications (WGDs) are rarer and more dramatic event, 26 especially in vertebrate evolution, in contrast to plants where they appear to be more 27 frequent (Van de Peer et al. 2009 ). Yet about 450 million years ago, prior to its 28 diversification into more than 60,000 extant species, an early vertebrate lineage was 29 subject to two WGD in relatively rapid succession. Envisioned by Susumo Ohno since the 30 early 70's (Ohno 1970 ), these events known as the "2R scenario" have since been firmly 31 established by at least three genome wide studies. The first demonstration of the 2R 32 showed that a large part of the human genome was covered by a clear pattern of four-33 way paralogous regions, defined by a subset of paralogous genes that were duplicated 34 before the fish-tetrapod split (Dehal and Boore 2005) . Soon after, a first version of the 35 ancestral vertebrate pre-2R proto-chromosomes was reconstructed using duplicated 36 regions of the human genome, that contains four copies of the ancestral vertebrate 37 genome ). This study proposed a scenario starting from 10-13 38 protochromosomes, each duplicating twice into 40 chromosomes during the 2R, but 39 including three chromosome fissions and the loss of six chromosomes. Finally, the 40 comparison of the cephalochordate amphioxus genome (Branchiostoma floridae) with 41 the genome of several vertebrates defined the unordered gene content of 17 linkage 42 groups of the last common chordate ancestor, which revealed a global four-fold 43 conserved macro-synteny with vertebrate genomes (Putnam et al. 2008) . 44 Approximately 35% of extant human genes still exist in duplicate copies (ohnologs) 45 owing to the 2R WGDs (Makino and McLysaght 2010; Singh et al. 2015) , including the 46 four clusters of HOX genes in tetrapods (Amores et al. 1998) . Ohnologs have been shown 47 to be enriched in disease genes (Makino and McLysaght 2010; Singh et al. 2012; 48 McLysaght et al. 2014; Rice and McLysaght 2017) and to influence the frequency of 49 structural variations in human populations (Makino et al. 2013 ). The ancient 2R genome 50 duplications therefore still exert a strong influence on present-day genomes, warranting 51 a better understanding of their origin. The first reconstruction of the evolution of the 52 vertebrate karyotype during the 2R ) left a number of questions 53 unanswered. Its resolution could not determine if chromosome fusions or fissions took 54 place between the 2 WGDs to explain a number of conserved linkage patterns with 55 respect to extant chromosomes. Some predicted ancestral vertebrate chromosomes 56 could not be identified in extant genomes, either because of their rapid loss or because 57 the genome sequences that were available at the time might not have made it possible to 58 identify all duplicated chromosomes. Indeed, more than 400 millions years have elapsed 59 since the vertebrate ancestor (Vertebrata), during which many chromosome 60 rearrangements have occurred, blurring the initial signal. In addition, a recent 61 comparison between the lamprey genetic map and the chicken genome questioned the 62 2R scenario by suggesting that a single WGD and multiple segmental duplications could 63 explain the macrosynteny patterns observed (Smith and Keinath 2015) . Both the 64 uncertainties of the first reconstruction of the pre-2R genome and this alternative to the 65 2R scenario motivate a detailed analysis of the early evolution of vertebrate 66 chromosomes. 67
The number of sequenced vertebrate genomes has recently greatly increased, allowing 68 the reconstruction of ancestral genomes with much higher accuracy. Here, we used the 69 AGORA algorithm to reconstruct the ancestral karyotype (gene content, order and 70 orientation) of Amniota (326 My), ancestral to birds, reptiles and mammals, to 71 reexamine the question of early vertebrate evolution. Amniota is much closer to the 72 ancestral vertebrate than extant species, and should theoretically exhibit a 73 comparatively much clearer signature of any genomic event that took place in early 74 vertebrate evolution. After identifying thousands of ohnologous genes in the Amniota 75 genome, we applied a strategy (outlined in Supplemental Figure S1 ) to identify tetrads 76 of chromosome segments, each resulting from two successive duplications. With 77 additional information from the more ancient chordate proto-chromosomes 78 reconstructed using the comparison of amphioxus with vertebrate genomes (Putnam et 79 al. 2008) , we dissected the events that took place between the 2 WGD. We identified 80 seven chromosome fusions that took place in that interval, and did not identify any 81 chromosome fissions. This result leads to the conclusion that the pre-2R vertebrate 82 genome contained 17 chromosomes and that all vertebrates descend from a post-2R 83 genome comprising 54 chromosomes. We show that the human genome still bears a 84 strong imprint of the pre-2R genome, and provide resources to study the impact of the 85 2R in vertebrates from the perspective of a founding reference point. 86
87

RESULTS 88
Identification of pairs of ohnologous genes in the Amniota genome 89
We reconstructed the Amniota karyotype using AGORA (methods), starting from 19786 90 gene identifiers inferred from Ensembl gene trees to have existed in the Amniota 91 genome. In this reconstruction, genes are ordered and oriented in scaffolds, and the 92 current level of assembly is composed of 470 such scaffolds, with 50% larger than 253 93 genes (N50 length). This high level of contiguity prompted us to select the 56 scaffolds 94 larger than 50 genes as an initial set of contiguous ancestral regions (CARs; mean CAR 95 length 256 genes, 12134 genes total) to start identifying duplicated regions. 96
Genes that duplicated during the 2R WGD, called ohnologs, are key to identifying pairs of 97 duplicated chromosome segments. Two major studies have identified ohnologs from the 98 2R in the human and other vertebrate genomes (Makino and McLysaght 2010; Singh et 99 al. 2015) . Both used conserved synteny and homology to identify these duplicates in 100 extant genomes. We remapped these on the Amniota genome via their respective gene 101 trees; the "MM" list was deduced from that of (Makino and McLysaght 2010) and 102 contained 4,870 gene pairs; the three "SAI" lists were built using the ohnolog pairs of 103 (Singh et al. 2015) with three levels of confidence as defined in the original article 104 (strict, intermediate and relaxed) and contained respectively 2,873 ("SAI-strict"), 5,253 105 ("SAI-inter") and 7,806 ("SAI-relax") Amniota ohnolog pairs. These previously published 106 lists were established using human genes, which underwent extensive evolutionary 107 events (sequence diversification, deletions and small scale duplications) since the WGDs. 108
To bypass some of these issues, we also identified ohnolog pairs directly in the 109 reconstructed Amniota genome using phylogenetic trees and gene coordinates in their 110 respective CARs, resulting in a "DYOGEN" list containing 5,616 pairs (see methods). 111
The five lists of ohnolog pairs overlap poorly (12% of the union of the 5 lists), but the 112 corresponding lists of ohnolog genes show a better overlap (25%; Figure 1A ). This is 113 because the lists of ohnolog pairs group the same genes as different pairs, a situation 114 that can happen because after two rounds of WGD each original gene is duplicated in 2 115 then 4 copies, thus making 6 possible pairs, each gene being involved in 3 pairs. 116
Depending on the method to identify ohnologs and their homologies, not all remaining 117 pairs are identified with the same sensitivity and specificity. However, we show that 118 despite their differences all 5 lists support the 2R hypothesis. Indeed, as for genes, each 119 original chromosome is duplicated in 2 then 4 copies, and each chromosome of such a 120 tetrad should possess 3 paralogous chromosomes. In Amniota, independently of the 121 origin of the list used, a proportionality test (see methods) shows that CARs are, on 122 average, linked by ohnolog pairs to 3 other CARS as expected (supplemental Figure S2 ). 123
We thus decided to construct an improved consensus list of Amniota ohnolog pairs using 124 all five lists and without favoring one in particular, under a constraint of compatibility 125 with the 2R hypothesis. 126 A family of ohnologous Amniota genes is composed of genes that duplicated from a 127 single pre-2R gene, and which remain in the Amniota genomes after potential deletions 128 and segmental duplications that took place between Vertebrata and Amniota. In the 129 simplest scenario, each gene in a family of ohnologs that was not subject to such 130 deletions or additional duplications would be located on its own CAR, thus totaling 4 131 CARs per family. We call these genes linked by ohnologous relationships "networks of 132 ohnologs". Some networks may link fewer than 4 CARs, especially if one or two 133 ohnologs were deleted post-2R. Some networks may connect more than 4 CARs, for 134 example if a post-2R gene duplication relocated a fifth copy on a fifth chromosome. 135
However we reasoned that the main reason for networks linking more than 4 CARs 136 would be false positive ohnologs, i.e. genes that duplicated in another context than the 137 2R and were incorrectly included in an ohnolog list. In support of this, we noted that the 138 intersection of all 5 lists, i.e. ohnologs independently identified by 3 different methods 139 and thus considered the least prone to errors, never connect more than 4 CARs within a 140 family. This list comprises 1,273 pairs of ohnologs ( Figure 1A We show further that this is a unique property of this intersecting list, because randomly 170 drawing the same number of pairs from the complete union of lists (thus including 171 potential false positives) always produces a list that has families connecting more than 4 172 CARs (Supplemental Figure S3 ). We call a network of ohnologs that does not connect 173 more than 4 CARs a 2R-compatible network. Starting from the set of 1,273 high-174
confidence 2R-compatible pairs, we increased the list by adding pairs from sets of 175 decreasing quality ( Supplemental Table S1 ), as long as they either create a new network 176 or they complement an existing network without connecting more than 4 CARs ( Figure  177 1B). 178
The growing set thus remains 2R-compatible. This incremental process (Supplemental 179 Table S1A ) resulted in a list of 8,184 ohnologous genes, connected in 7,441 ohnolog 180 pairs grouped as 2,973 networks, each in principle corresponding to one pre-2R gene 181 (Supplemental Tables S2, S3 , S4 respectively for the list of ohnolog genes along with 182 their human descendants, the list of ohnolog pairs and the list of ohnolog networks). 183
We believe that this list of ohnologs is of high quality for a number of reasons. First, it is 184 designed based on the gene content and synteny in the Amniota genome which is much 185 closer to the 2R events, and thus where their signatures are read with greater accuracy, 186 than on modern genomes which evolved for a further 326 million years. Second, it 187 abides by a 2R-compatibility rule, i.e. no ohnologous gene family connects more than 4 188 CARs in its network. Third, the pairs are all phylogenetically consistent in that both 189 genes in a pair always belong to the same Ensembl gene tree. This was the case by 190 construction in the DYOGEN list, but not in the MM list (962 pairs of ohnologs, or 20%, 191 belong to different trees) nor in the SAI lists (5%, 9% and 15% of pairs in the strict, 192 intermediate and relaxed SAI lists respectively belong to different trees). Fourth, the two 193 genes of a pair were allowed to be on the same CAR only if ≥ 90 genes apart to avoid 194 spurious inclusions of tandemly duplicated genes. This criterion was also present by 195 construction in the DYOGEN list but not in the MM and SAI lists (Supplemental Table  196 S1B). CARs to retrace these evolutionary steps. Second, the Amniota genome reconstruction by 204 AGORA is neither entirely contiguous nor exempt from errors, also requiring 205 respectively merges and breaks to improve the Amniota karyotype based on additional 206
evidence. 207
With this is mind, we first built a dot-plot matrix of ohnologous genes in Amniota to 208 identify CARs or segments of CARs (sub-CARs) that are strongly linked by ohnologs and 209 thus likely to belong to duplicated Vertebrata chromosomes (Supplemental Figure S4 ). With the same p-value threshold, we next added smaller CARs of at least 5 genes to 237 these sub-graphs in order to complete triads into tetrads. Most sub-graphs contained 238 ohnolog links suggesting that some CARs should be assembled as part of the same 239
Amniota chromosomes: they belong to the same cluster, they share links to common 240 CARs and are not linked to each other. In addition, their assembly is structurally 241 supported by at least one of three additional evidences ( For example, cluster #4 initially consisted of 5 CARs larger than 50 genes, of which 3 257 were linked in a triad (Supplemental Figure S10A ). The tetrad was completed with the 258 addition of CAR 82 (9 genes), which was linked to 4 of the 5 initial CARs with significant 259 p-values ( Supplemental Table S5 ). Then, of the 5 initial CARs, 3 fulfilled the conditions 260 for being assembled in a single larger CARs (CARs 117, 137, 256): they belonged to the 261 same cluster #4, shared links to CARs in common and did not show any links to each 262 other, leading to a perfect tetrad (Supplemental Figure S10B ). In addition, AGORA 263 scaffolded CARs 117 and 137 together, fused CARs 137 and 256 together when using a 264 more recent version of Ensembl, the three CARs map to the same chicken and gar 265 chromosomes and to the same medaka pair of chromosomes linked by double conserved 266 synteny ( Supplemental Table S5 ), altogether strongly supporting this assembly. In fact, 267 all assembled CARs project on the same gar (Lepisosteus oculatus) linkage groups (LG) 268 (Braasch et al. 2016) , except for three sets of small CARs for which the gar LG could not 269 be identified (Table 1) . All clusters could be resolved into one to four tetrads (Figure 2A where chromosomes are linked in tetrads. In contrast, the distribution in Homo sapiens 307 shows that extremely low p-value thresholds must be used to reach the expected 308 average of three partners, justifying the fragmentation of the human genome as 309 described in ). 310 311
Chromosome evolution during two whole genome duplications 312
A one-tetrad cluster implies a single evolutionary scenario without large chromosomal 313 rearrangement between the two WGD ( Figure 3A) . Two adjacent tetrads however, can 314 be explained by one of two scenarios, each with the same degree of parsimony: a fission 315 of two CARS or the fusion of two CARs at some point between the 2R ( Figure 3B failed to support such fission scenarios, in any of the adjacent tetrads (data not shown). 337
The absence of signal may however be caused by the fragmented nature of the 338 amphioxus genome assembly (N50= 138 genes). To circumvent this problem, we used 339 17 reconstructed chordate linkage groups (CLG) that have been proposed to each 340 represent the unordered gene content of an ancestral chordate chromosome (Putnam et 341 al. 2008 ). This reconstructed proto-karyotype precedes the 2R events by less than 50 342 million years and is located at a much shorter evolutionary distance to Vertebrata than 343 the extant amphioxus genome. 344
Under the same rationale as for amphioxus scaffolds, we compared the gene content 345 (19,020 human genes) of the 17 CLGs to the human genes descended from the genes 346 content of Amniota tetrads (see below). Here again, we could not find evidence for 347 chromosome fissions occurring between the 2R: remarkably, each CLG was associated to 348 one predominant tetrad. However we found evidence for a fusion between CLG 6 and 349 CLG 7 before the 2R, because tetrad #6a corresponds to both CLGs (Supplemental Figure  350 S16, and supplemental Table S7 ). We can therefore conclude that the pre-2R karyotype 351 comprised 17 chromosomes, giving rise to chromosomes after the first WGD, followed proportional to its number of genes. For the 17 Chordate Linkage Groups (CLGs) of 366 (Putnam et al. 2008) , the size of the colored segment is proportional to the number of 367 genes that are found in the intersection of the CLG with a pre-2R chromosome, although 368 segments corresponding to < 10% of the number of genes of the CLG were omitted for 369 clarity (supplemental Table S7 ). The inter-2R karyotype was deduced from the pre-2R 370 karyotype and the seven chromosome fusions are shown with black curvy lines joining 371 the fused chromosomes. The Euteleostomi karyotype was deduced from the Vertebrata 372 karyotype after four chromosome fusions (supplemental information). The lengths of 373
the Euteleostomi chromosomes are proportional to the number of genes in the 374
homologous Amniota CARs. Finally the Amniota karyotype differs from that of 375
Euteleostomi by only one chromosome fusion. The Amniota chromosomes were 376 numbered from 1 to 49 ( Supplemental Table S11 for correspondence with the CARs and 377 number of genes). Black stars under 12 Amniota chromosomes denote predicted 378 ancestral microchromosomes. 379
380
In order to complete the pre-2R vertebrate ancestor genome reconstruction, we 381 assigned sets of ancestral genes to each of the 17 predicted chromosomes. The AGORA 382 algorithm reconstructed a total of 10,093 ancestral genes for the Olfactores ancestor, 383 which is the common ancestor of vertebrates and urochordates and the closest in our 384 dataset to the reconstructed pre-2R genome. We applied a conservative procedure 385 (methods) to assign 5,043 of these Olfactores genes (50% of the 10,093 ancestral 386
Olfactores genes) to the 17 pre-2R chromosomes (supplemental Table S12 ). This set of 387 ancestral genes provides a direct connection to the human genome, through their 8,378 388 human descendent genes ( Figure 5 ). The structure of the 17 pre-2R chromosomes is still 389 strikingly apparent, with some human chromosomes almost entirely composed of genes 390 from a single pre-2R chromosome (eg. chromosomes 14 and 15). We measured the 391 degree of conservation of the post-2R ohnolog content in scanning windows across 392 human chromosomes. Three regions overlapping the Hox clusters A, B and D stand out 393 (and Hox C to a lesser degree; Figure 5 ), in line with the known functional importance 394 associated with the clustering of these ohnologs (Krumlauf 1994) . (bottom)  404 shows, in a white-to-red scale, the number of ohnologs in scanning windows of 50 genes 405 1  10  17  6  5  4  3  2  9  8  7  16  15  14  13  12  11   1  10  17  6  5  4  3  2  9  8  7  16  15  14  13  12  11  Y  X  22  21  20  19  18 Human chromosomes We analyzed 61 animal genomes to reconstruct the evolutionary history of genes and 425 chromosomes at the time when vertebrate were about to diversify into more than 426 60,000 species. In contrast to analysing extant genomes as in previous studies, we first 427 reconstructed the Amniota genome to a high degree of continuity, as a stepping-stone to 428 identify the signature of chromosome duplications more clearly. Our rationale is that 429
Amniota should be devoid of the noise caused by the numerous rearrangements that 430 took place during the following 326 million years of evolution. Indeed, the benefit of this 431 approach can be seen when comparing the distribution of ohnologs in the Amniota 432 genome versus their descendants in the human genome, for example in the 433 chromosomes carrying the Hox clusters ( Figure 2B ). The expected four-way association 434 between duplicated chromosomes is striking in Amniota but blurred in the human 435 genome. Statistical confidence and power are thus higher, enabling a higher resolution 436 of chromosome events than was previously possible. In turn, this property of the data 437 enables a straightforward reconstruction strategy of pre-duplication genomes, without 438 requirements for complex statistical steps or algorithmic developments (reviewed in 439 leaving the number of pre-2R chromosomes to a range comprised between 10 and 13 447 chromosomes. Here, using the Amniota instead of the human genome, we reconstruct 17 448 chromosomes for the pre-2R genome and find evidence for 7 fusions between the 2R but 449 none for fusions. We identify new chromosomes and find major differences between the 450 two karyotypes (supplemental Table S8 ). Our study provide an improved picture of 451 ancestral vertebrate genome evolution in part because it is based on the reconstructed 452
Amniota genome, and relied on information from more species and more recent genome 453 annotations. For example the gar genome was more informative than the synteny with 454 the medaka genome (Kasahara et al. 2007 ) because it is exempt of the numerous 455 chromosome fusions that occurred just before the teleost WGD (Braasch et al. 2016 ). 456
The same authors ) also reconstructed an Osteichthyes post-2R 457 genome corresponding here to the Euteleostomi ancestor, using a 2-of-3 rule relying on 458 conservation between two of three genomes: the teleost pre-WGD, the chicken and the 459 vertebrate pre-2R genome. Here however our Euteleostomi ancestor is substantially 460 different from this earlier study, since we describe an Euteleostomi genome of 50 461 chromosomes, not 31. This difference mainly comes from fusions that we believe were 462 incorrectly inferred from chicken-teleost genome comparisons, which were confounded 463 by high rates of chromosome fusions in the lineage leading to the ancestral teleost 464 (Braasch et al. 2016) . Given that the ancestral teleost fish possessed only 13 465 chromosome, the 50 chromosomes inferred here in the ancestral Euteleostomi suggest 466 that the rate of chromosomes fusions in the lineage leading to teleosts must have been 467 more intense than previously thought, of the order of 37 fusions in 100-150 million is a striking confirmation of the 2R scenario. This scenario is in fact largely consensual 480 today, but the debate was recently re-opened (Smith and Keinath 2015) after a 481 reconstruction of the pre-2R vertebrate genome using the lamprey (Petromyzon 482 marinus) genome sequence (Smith et al. 2013 ) and the chicken genome. Lamprey is an 483 Agnathan (jawless vertebrate), a sister group to Gnathostomes (Heimberg et al. 2010) to 484 which Amniote belong, and both groups share the pre-2R genome as common ancestor 485 ( Figure 4) . The lamprey genome is composed of almost 100 chromosomes and its 486 lineage has separated from the Gnathostomes soon after the 2R. Redundant gene copies 487 from the 2R have therefore likely been lost independently in both lineages, leaving the 488 possibility to find homologous chromosomes between the lamprey genome and a 489 Gnathostome (here chicken) genome as long as both sets of chromosomes descend from 490 the same pre-2R chromosome (Smith and Keinath 2015) . The result suggested that the 491 ratio of ancestral pre-2R chromosomes to chicken chromosomes was mostly 1:2 and less 492 frequently 1:4 or even 1:3, thus supporting a single WGD combined with additional 493 segmental duplications. However, when replicating the above study with our 494 reconstructed Amniota genome instead of chicken, a clear majority of 1:4 patterns 495 appears (Supplemental Figure S17 , supplemental information), hence confirming the 496 occurrence of 2 successive WGDs. This further emphasizes the benefit of using ancestral 497 genome reconstructions as intermediates when investigating such ancient evolutionary 498 events (about 450 millions years before present). 499
The reconstructed Amniota genome is not complete, in that the 49 chromosomes only 500 contain 80% of the 15,854 Amniota genes that belong to CARs (of 2 genes and more), 501 and 3932 genes remain as singletons, i.e. ancestral genes for which no adjacency could 502 be identified. We note that although all chromosome tetrads corresponding to pre-2R 503 chromosomes are complete, the 49 Amniota chromosomes display large differences in 504 gene numbers: the largest contain 862 genes (chromosome 37) and the smallest only 16 505 genes (chromosome 49). This could reflect either a more intense process of gene 506 inactivation and loss on chromosomes with fewer genes, or a more intense rate of 507 rearrangement on those chromosomes, leading to greater difficulties in reconstructing 508 them. Small chromosomes with few genes do not follow any noticeable pattern in their 509 distribution among tetrads, which could have otherwise indicated systematic biases in 510 gene deletion during rediploidisation. We further examined if chromosomes could be 511 paired within a tetrad, as expected if gene loss following the first WGD left a distinct 512 pattern on the two ohnologous chromosomes, that would have propagated to the two 513 duplicates resulting from the second WGD. Here again such a pattern is not noticeable, 514
which may indicate that the two WGDs took place in rapid succession, as suggested 515 Euteleostomi ( Supplemental Table S10 ). Their distribution in the tetrads resulting from 531 the 2R does not follow a noticeable pattern, i.e. they are distributed among all tetrads 532 more or less randomly (Figure 4) . We can conclude that micro-chromosomes do not 533 originate from a set of pre-2R micro-chromosomes, but that this characteristic started 534 evolving at least after the first WGD. 535
The pre-2R karyotype and its evolution described here provide a framework to study 536 the impact of the 2R in extant vertebrate genomes, especially via the set of 537 phylogenetically consistent ohnolog families that underlie the analysis. The pre-2R 538 karyotype also provides a reference to study the diversification of vertebrate genomes 539 from the standpoint of their common ancestor. Amniota reconstructed genome starting from ancestral genes that were duplicated 570 between the Chordata and the Euteleostomi ancestors: these candidate pair were 571 considered ohnologs if another candidate pair from a different gene tree could be found 572 on the same pair of CARs at a distance ≤ N genes (to account for massive duplicate loss 573 after a WGD): the parameter N was made vary to optimize both sensitivity and 574 specificity and fixed to 45 genes. A pair of ohnologs was allowed to occur between genes 575 of the same CAR if they were located at a distance of 2N genes (90 genes, to account for 576 possible rearrangements on the Amniota lineage), which added only 44 pairs. Next, an 577 integrated, high quality list of ohnolog gene pairs was built from these 5 lists. Starting 578 from their intersection consisting of 1273 pairs, we built disjoint graphs of ohnologs 579 connected by ohnologous relationships. Replacing genes by their CARs, these graphs 580 never involved more than four CARs of at least ten genes. To this core list, we 581 sequentially added lists of pairs present in several or only one of the five initial lists, 582 removing at each step the newly added pairs that would build ohnolog networks 583 involving more than four CARs (Supplemental Table 1 ). The order in which these added 584 lists were considered was established using the levels of confidence of the SAI lists, the 585 number of lists where the pairs were found and the 2R-compatibility criterion: a list was 586 of better quality if it created fewer ohnolog networks of more than four CARs (per added 587 pair) when added to the current validated list. Two properties of the DYOGEN list were 588 maintained along the process: (1) the two ohnologs of a pair were allowed to be located 589 on the same CAR only if they were ≥ 90 genes away from each other; (2) the two 590 ohnologs of the pair had to belong to the same Ensembl gene tree. 591 592
Identification of ohnolog CARs in Amniota 593
Given the distribution of ohnologs on the Amniota CARs, a proportion test was 594 performed (prop.test function in R) between each pair of CARs to estimate if the 595 corresponding CARs shared more ohnolog pairs than expected by chance. Bonferroni 596 adjusted p-values of 0.05 or less were considered significant. However p-values 597 obtained without the Bonferroni correction were also examined if CARs were included 598 in a tetrad with a least one significant Bonferroni adjusted p-value. 599 600
Attribution of Olfactores genes to the 17 pre-2R chromosomes 601
Gene trees from version 69 of Ensembl were analyzed to identify 10,093 nodes (genes) 602 in the Olfactores genome, which were assigned to the 17 pre-2R tetrads according to the 603
